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In this article the authors investigated and presented statistical models of acoustic phenomena observed within
realizations of phonemes and the correlations of the acoustic properties with functional features, such as accents
and sentence boundaries. The authors used two databases: the rst one contained separately produced sentences
and the second one  phrases extracted from larger, continuous stretches of natural speech. The authors also
statistically analyzed the selected features of Polish phonemes' realizations (the duration, energy and power of the
phonemes, the fundamental frequency of voiced phones) in order to detect their relations with the phone location
in a sentence. Additionally, the authors built the probabilistic models and suggested the evaluation methods to
assess quantitatively the phenomena known from phonetic literature. Finally, the authors have identied the preboundary lengthening of the phones and a decrease of energy and pitch as the markers of sentence endings. In the
place of accented syllables, we have observed a signicant increase of total energy and power, accompanied by a
local increase of F0. Finally, we have indicated possible application of the results for speech technology.
DOI: 10.12693/APhysPolA.126.1246
PACS: 43.72.+q, 43.55.Ka, 43.72.Ar, 43.72.Ne
features and their correlation with position in a sentence

1. Introduction

In the automatic speech recognition (ASR) system,
models of particular phonemes are created to build
a database of patterns. Typically, the models are based
on low-level features, e.g. mel-frequency cepstral coecients (MFCC) [1] or wavelet coecients [2]. High-level
features, like prosody-related ones, are rarely included.
All the acoustic features of realizations of the same
phoneme can dier for many reasons. The most important are speaker-connected factors (a given speaker's individual features [3], their emotional state, dialect [4] and
potential speech pathology [5]) and language-connected

are speaker-specic, which makes them useful for speaker
biometry systems. The obtained models can be also used
to make synthesized speech sound more naturally.
In this paper, we briey summarize description of the
investigated phenomena from phonetic and phonological literature (Sects. 2, 3), then we introduce our approach (Sects. 4, 5), describe obtained numerical models
(Sects. 6, 7) and discuss them in comparison to other
results (Sect. 8).
2. Correlates of punctuation in spoken language

factors (neighborhood of other phonemes [6], syllable

Polish, as a Slavic language, is characterized by a

structure [7], information and discourse structure [8], as

relatively free word order and a complex inectional

well as the accentuation and the phone position in a sen-

morphology. Polish punctuation system is described as

tence). In this work, we focus on the two latter factors.

mainly syntactic, though as an additional factor the in-

The goal of the study is to measure and model how

uence of rhythmic structure and intonation of speech

prosodic characteristics of phonemes' realizations dier

are also included (contemporary dictionaries like [9] or

depending on their position in a sentence (in the ending of

handbooks of punctuation like [10]). Likewise, authors of

a phrase and under lexical stress). The main application

recent elaborations on modern Polish emphasize logical-

of the research is language modeling for the Polish ASR

structural role of punctuation, and as the secondary as-

system. It was already shown by Demenko et al. [1] that

pect the prosody (intonation, pauses, breathing) is taken

including the stressed vowel model in the dictionary level

into account [11]. Therefore, the role of the proper punc-

(for each vowel a model of a stressed and a model of an

tuation usage covers: exact expression of author inten-

unstressed equivalent was applied) into the ASR reduces

tion, suggesting intonation for a reader, indicating places

the word error rate (WER). Also, by studying changes

where pause should occur [10].

in phoneme's realization in sentence endings, we should

Historically, Polish writing system was borrowed from

be able to develop algorithms for the automatic punctu-

Medieval Latin. Similarly to Latin, in the earliest Polish

ation detection in spoken language. Improving the ASR

writings points were used to mark breaks: the full stop

with the automatic insertion of punctuation marks makes

for a long pause, the colon for a medium one and the

voice interface more comfortable (without the need for

comma for the shortest one, in order to facilitate the us-

dictating punctuation marks), increases transcripts' leg-

age of pauses for the reader [12]. Punctuation rules were

ibility and enables us to adapt them directly for natural

codied in XVIII century focusing on the semantic struc-

language processing systems. Hence, both the prosodic

ture, but also on the rhythmic structure of speech or on

(1246)
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the emotional tone. As it evolved, our language seemed

eect is stronger for accented syllables.

to lose the initially close connection with prosody in fa-

ception depending on phoneme duration was studied on

Phrase per-

vor of mirroring the semantic and syntactic structure.

logatomes [27]. The dependence of segmental duration on

Therefore, punctuation marks are not direct analogues

a selection of interacting factors is discussed by Klessa [4].

of speech phonetics but rather a tool to organize content

In another paper she nds out that the duration of partic-

in order to make the text functional and usable [13].

ular syllable parts depends signicantly on the presence

In contemporary Polish punctuation, there are more

of word stress and the syllable's position with respect to

rigid rules concerning the use of commas (dependent

pauses [7]. Most of the cited works investigate phenom-

clauses always being set o with commas, and com-

ena connected to intonation phrases, but there is a lack

mas being generally proscribed before certain coordinat-

of a complex study that would dene prosodic indicators

ing conjunctions) and they appear more frequently than

of punctuation marks.

For other languages, acoustic correlates of

For further discussion it is important to declare that

phrase endings and sentence endings were investigated

in our research data from corpus I (further detailed in

in detail in order to build systems that automatically

Sect. 4), we process utterances short enough to be as-

insert punctuation into transcripts (punctuation annota-

sumed as acoustic phrases. For corpus II, we consider as

tion systems) [1416].

phrases sections of speech separated in their transcripts

in English.

Acoustic events occurring at the end of a phrase are

by commas or full stops.

This approach is justied by

related with the physiological background of speech pro-

the aim of our research: looking for prosodic correlates

duction.

of punctuation marks in spoken language.

Dynamic breathing determines the capability

Thanks to

of uttering full sentences or phrases within a breath [17].

this assumption we will be able to observe how acoustic

As a result, realizations of the same phoneme, localized

events in speech signal correlate with commas and full

in dierent places of a sentence, dier in acoustic quality.

stops in speech transcripts.

At the end of the breathing phase, articulation is usually
weakened (less precise, quieter, with lower vocal eort).

3. Accents in Polish

For Polish, a study of intonation phrases' boundaries
was conducted by Wagner [18, 19] and Demenko and

Polish accentual system has a regular word stress usu-

Wagner [20], with focus on text-to-speech (TTS) syn-

ally on the penultimate syllable of the word. There is no

thesis systems. Prosodic boundaries were automatically

xed sentence accent. The accent's role is mainly seman-

classied with respect to strength (major or minor) and

tic and syntactic [28, 29].

type (falling and rising) using articial neural networks,

Nature of accentuation in Polish has not been clearly

discriminant function analysis and decision trees, with

dened.

average accuracy between 79 and 82% [19].

namic accent, where the term pitch describes changes

Some sources characterize it as pitch and dy-

It was observed that speakers usually tend to slow

of auditory correlate of voice fundamental frequency and

down their speech towards the endings of utterance units.

the word dynamic describes changes of voice intensity

Speaking rate depends on individual characteristics of a

as means of expression [30].

person, but typically the last phones in a sentence are

type of accent (based on the change of the phone du-

much longer.

ration) was described for Polish [30, 31].

Also, for the automatic punctuation an-

Additionally, a rhythmic
Jassem [29]

notation in Czech [15] the phenomenon of pre-boundary

investigated four acoustic features in terms of indicating

lengthening is applied (only for vowels). It is described

the place of accent: intensity, pitch, duration and voice

by the following parameters: average duration of vowels,

timbre.

duration of the rst and the last vowel and duration of

shows regularity connected with accented syllables and

the longest and the shortest vowel. The phenomenon was

he classied Polish accent as the pitch accent. The signi-

described for Hungarian [21] and Japanese [22] as well.

cance of acoustic parameters in perception of accents was

Prosody has been a subject of study of many phoneti-

He found that only intonation (pitch contour)

also investigated by Demenko [26]. The variance analy-

Some recent works on Polish prosody were pro-

sis conrmed that the following features are meaningful:

vided by Klessa et al. [4, 7, 8], Karpi«ski et al. [8, 23],

an interval of fundamental frequency changes within a

Wagner

De-

vowel, a relative change of fundamental frequency value

In case of the latter, not only statisti-

in comparison to the amplitude of F0 within the whole

cal analysis was introduced, but also automatic classi-

phrase, the F0 relation to speaker specic F0 values,

cation of intonational phrase structure as well as ac-

vowel durations (in case of the postictic accent).

centual structures was performed.

Models of supraseg-

result of the experiment it was concluded that accents

mental structures were applied to the speech synthesis.

can be recognized only with acoustic cues, without tak-

The detailed analysis of the correlations between the

ing into account contextual cues. The F0 features were

place in a phrase and the phonemes' duration inuenced

proved to be crucial in the main accent detection, while

by accent and intonational context was also described

duration features are important for subsidiary accents'

in [26]. The research showed that, in Polish, the last and

signalization. Malisz and Wagner [24] suggest that over-

the one before the last vowel in a sentence are length-

all intensity, duration and pitch movement are good cor-

ened regardless of accent presence, but the lengthening

relates of phrase accent as well. The inuence of stress

cians.

[1820],

menko [26].

Malisz

[24],

Wypych

[25]

and

As a
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on the segmental duration was conrmed in [32] (in ac-

accent in orthotonic words, not taking into account cli-

cordance with the works by Jassem [29] and Dªuska [33]).

tics or a secondary accent in an orthotonic word.

Three duration classes were distinguished: the stressed
vowel (the longest), the word nal vowel (comparably

4. Data

shorter), and the vowel in a pre-stressed syllable or a
post-stressed syllable but not word-nal (the shortest).
On the other hand, in Klessa et al. investigation based
on the Polish Intonational Database PoInt, quite a random distribution of duration values was demonstrated.
It did not seem to conrm any participation of duration
in the expression of word stress in Polish [8].
with

other

pora. The rst one contained isolated (produced as separate units) sentences, while the second sentences were
extracted from larger, continuous stretches of speech.
The decision was inuenced by the relatively high num-

Stress in Polish is regarded as weakly expressed
compared

In order to collect statistics on the varied acoustic realizations of sentence ends and accents, we used two cor-

acoustically,

when

Slavic

guages [34].

It was supported by other results:

lan-

ber of dierent speakers and the availability of phoneme
annotations.

hav-

The rst corpus (Db1) was a part of Polish speech

ing analyzed spontaneous speech from task-oriented di-

database CORPORA [39] consisting of isolated sentences

alogues corpus, Malisz and Wagner conrmed that the

of 45 speakers (male, female, and children).

xed penultimate stress pattern in Polish is determined

tent of utterances was designed to obtain the best pos-

linguistically as a highly inuential expectation that is

sible Polish diphones distribution resulting in seman-

perceived by native listeners but not attested acoustically

tically articial character of the sentences.

in a clear way.

They indicate that intensity dierence

the Database 1 contains 5130 sentences/phrases (98111

and maximum pitch dierence are the main determinants

phones). The data were recorded with condenser and dy-

of overall prominence. They conrm weak stress eects

namic microphones, in standard room conditions, in the

on duration [24].

presence of a working computer.

The con-

In total,

Intonation patterns in Polish declarative sentences are

As the second corpus (Db2), we prepared fteen min-

rather at, monotonous and a regular fall is noticeable on

utes of speech (3 speakers), which were annotated man-

the last prominent word. In a contrastive study of Polish

ually on phoneme level, and punctuation marks were in-

and British English, six main tunes (complete pitch pat-

cluded in the annotation. Recordings from AGH Audio-

terns of sense groups) are distinguished.

Visual Speech Database [40] and one recording of a mono-

Among them,

medium rise and medium fall is typical for Polish and

logue were used.

high rise and high fall is characteristic for English and

speech: read or spoken after preparation. The Database

the rest are present in both, English and Polish (low rise,

2 contains 116 sentences/ 254 phrases (9797 phones).

fall-rise, rise-fall, low fall). Even for the common tunes,

Similarly, the recordings were made in a relatively stan-

the pitch amplitude of an average Pole is not as high

dard oce room with dynamic or condenser microphones

as for British [35]. For the enumeration, the intonation

using the ZOOM H4n recorder.

All the utterances were informative

patterns are similar. Another cross-linguistic study [23]

We also used time annotations of the recordings. Each

pointed that Polish speakers produce a smaller range of

recording has an mlf le (master label le, HTK 3.0 stan-

nuclear accent types than English speakers and widest

dard) attached.

range of contour types in declaratives (predominantly LM

beginning and the end of each phoneme realization (an

type). In both languages, the distribution of intonation

example is presented in Table I). Some of the annotations

patterns is aected by lexical and syntactic structure of

were made manually while the majority of them by an

the text, but for Polish, high pitch variability is usually

automated computer program.

assigned to emotional speech.

It contains information on time of the

For both databases, Db1 and Db2, we used the COR-

A detailed perceptual study on Polish accentual struc-

PORA notation of phonemes (its correspondence to

It was

SAMPA and IPA standards was prepared on the ba-

pointed that the number of main accents in an utter-

sis of [28] and collected in Table II). It distinguishes

ance depends on quality of used words:

37 phoneme classes, with no distinction of positional vari-

tures was delivered by Steen-Batogowa [36].

their parts of

speech type, their length (measured by number of syl-

ants (like those described in [28] or [41]).

lables), syntactic and semantic relations of neighboring
words.

Among additional factors that inuence accen-

5. Methods

tual structure, there are speech rate, presence of strong
logical accent, style of spoken language or individual style
of speakers.

First, we gathered acoustic features' statistical values
from CORPORA using 114 sentences, each produced by

Dierent types of pitch accent in Polish were modeled

45 speakers.

Each recorded sentence was obtained as

for purposes of speech synthesis [37] using classication

a discrete signal

and regression trees (CART). The accuracy of accent pre-

sure in time, where

diction was 83.3%.
Lately it was showed that Polish lacks rhythmic secondary stress [38].

In our paper, we focus on a main

s(n) describing changes of acoustic presn is the order number of a given sample (the sampling frequency fs was 16 kHz). For each
phonetic segment i, which is the realization of m-th of
38 classes of phonemes, we calculated the data on:
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TABLE I

TABLE II

An example of an mlf with
annotation.

The relation of the applied notation of phonemes (CORPORA) with SAMPA and IPA notation. The frequency
of appearance of phonemes' realizations in databases Db1
(isolated sentences) and Db2 (continuous speech).

"*/ak1c1001.lab"
0
100000
150000 1200000
1250000 1800000
1850000 2450000
2500000 3150000
3200000 3650000
3700000 4450000
4500000 5300000
5350000 6050000
6100000 7250000
7300000 7750000
7800000 8850000
8900000 9900000
9950000 10450000
10500000 11250000
11300000 12200000
12250000 12700000
12750000 15550000
15600000 17700000
17750000 18050000

sil
l
u
b
i
ci
cz
a
r
d
a
sz
o
w
y
p
l
a_
s
sil

 segment duration, calculated on the basis of annotation les

Dm,i =

nend − nstart
,
fs

(5.1)

 segment energy, as a square root of a sum of samples'
values (RMS):

Em,i

v
u nend
u X
=t
s2 (n),

(5.2)

n=nstart
 segment power, dividing energy of a segment by its
time duration:

Pm,i =

Em,i
.
Dm,i

(5.3)

These features are a classical measure used by a vast
number of researchers in signal processing eld [4243].
After calculating the three features for each phone,
we veried distribution of their values within phoneme
classes

(some
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examples

of

histograms

are

presented

in Table III).

Notation
CORPORA SAMPA
a
a
o
O
e
e
i
i
m
m
n
n
y
I
u
u
j
j
r
r
k
k
l_
W
t
t
s
s
l
l
w
v
p
p
a_
o w∼
ni
n0
d
d
b
b
h
x
rz
Z
si
s0
z
z
c
ts
sz
S
cz
tS
ci
ts0
g
g
f
f
zi
z0
dzi
dZ
e_
e j∼
drz
dz0
dz
dz
N
N

We discovered that the distribution of these features
can be modeled with lognormal distribution

2
ln x − µ
f (x) = √
exp −
,
(5.4)
2σ 2
x 2πσ 2
where x is the measured feature, µ is the location parameter and σ is the scale parameter of the data in the
1



logarithmic scale. For that reason we used expected value

ev of variable x as a characteristic value for each phoneme
class. The expected value is dened as:

ev(x) = eµ(x)+

σ 2 (x)
2

Frequency of appearance [%]
I
II
8.5
8.82
O
7.61
8.61
E
6.93
9.99
i
4.4
4.33
m
4.26
2.88
n
4.22
4.43
1
4.08
4.61
u
3.58
3.72
j
3.57
4.34
r
3.21
3.39
k
3.14
3.56
w
3.03
1.11
t
2.86
4.57
s
2.77
2.77
l
2.75
2.19
v
2.71
4.28
p
2.52
3.46
Ow

2.29
0.99
ñ
2.1
2.73
d
2.03
2.56
b
2.02
1.42
x
1.92
0.87
Z
1.89
1.27
C
1.88
1.34
z
1.86
2.56
µ̂
1.69
1.32
S
1.54
1.43
Ù̂
1.5
1.07
j
µ̂
1.46
1.07
g
1.45
1.45
f
1.36
1.3
ý
1.24
0.11
d̂ý
1.12
0.87
EN
0.92
0
j
d̂z
0.8
0.07
d̂z
0.52
0.29

0.28
0.23

IPA
a

.

(5.5)

The results are presented in Table and the visualization of Polish phonemes on a duration-energy twodimensional space is shown in Fig. 1.
Using the expected values of each phoneme class, the
normalization is performed by dividing each phoneme
value by the expected value for the phoneme class, according to the equations
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TABLE IV

TABLE III
The distribution of duration, energy and power parameters for 3 example phonemes with lognormal probability
density function added.
Phoneme

Duration

Energy

Power

/a/

/r/

/sz/

Fig. 1. The map of Polish phonemes on a durationenergy two-dimensional space for a) Db1, b) Db2.

ei =
D

Dm,i
,
ev (Dm )

(5.6)

ei =
E

Em,i
,
ev(Em )

(5.7)

Pei =

Pm,i
.
ev(Pm )

(5.8)

There are several algorithms for the pitch contour extraction. The most popular are: the cepstral method, the

The expected values of duration, energy and power for
phoneme classes.
Expected value of
CORPORA duration [ms]
energy
power
notation
Db1 Db2
Db1 Db2 Db1 Db2
a
100
69
8.936 5.812 0.092 0.084
o
90
59
8.269 5.662 0.098 0.095
e
85
57
2.857 5.145 0.037 0.09
i
75
51
5.313 3.636 0.072 0.076
m
75
63
3.359 4.198 0.046 0.07
n
70
50
3.136 3.634 0.044 0.076
y
70
58
3.396 4.563 0.049 0.077
u
85
56
2.257 4.645 0.029 0.082
j
65
34
5.002 3.67 0.076 0.107
r
65
36
6.088 2.397 0.098 0.068
k
85
47
7.709 0.649 0.095 0.016
l_
70
44
6.135 4.545 0.09 0.106
t
75
37
4.938 0.691 0.064 0.02
s
115
82
9.018 1.063 0.092 0.014
l
60
44
5.828 3.323 0.092 0.083
w
70
50
4.026 1.758 0.062 0.036
p
95
36
9.211 1.485 0.1 0.045
a_
160
49
9.569 3.535 0.089 0.073
ni
65
57
5.495 4.224 0.085 0.076
d
70
42
3.611 1.554 0.055 0.046
b
80
57
4.095 1.983 0.052 0.041
h
90
55
2.808 1.168 0.034 0.024
rz
100
60
10.009 2.323 0.104 0.04
si
120
83
8.102 1.707 0.082 0.023
z
100
60
8.567 1.585 0.094 0.028
c
110
71
9.698 0.744 0.101 0.012
sz
120
72.5
8.089 1.703 0.082 0.025
cz
120
51
8.118 1.128 0.085 0.022
ci
110
73
8.955 1.109 0.092 0.015
g
70
48.5
4.837 1.341 0.068 0.034
f
70
55
7.089 0.863 0.1 0.017
zi
110
84
9.165 2.423 0.095 0.03
dzi
95
61
9.781 1.83 0.108 0.033
e_
165
0
9.762
0
0.09
0
drz
105
46
8.936 1.279 0.092 0.023
dz
100
57
8.922 1.079 0.092 0.02
N
80
64
3.905 4.093 0.05 0.068
6. Statistical analysis and modeling of prosodic
features correlated with sentence boundaries

autocorrelation, the zero-crossing, and the subharmonicto-harmonic ratio. The detailed comparative evaluation
can be found in [44].

Having calculated the ratio of each phone duration in

For F0 tracking we used the

relation to its expected value for the phoneme class, we

YAAPT algorithm [45] because of its robustness. The al-

investigated how the phonemes are lengthened at the end

gorithm is based on normalized cross-correlation and dy-

of a phrase.

namic programming methods.

We also beneted from

The white histogram (see Fig. 2) shows distribution of

Reichel and Mády works [46] on the issue of F0 con-

relative durations for all phonemes, while the black one

tour parameterization.

 distribution of relative durations of the last phonemes
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in the sentences. The majority (88.5% for Db1 and 91.7%

given its relative duration (Fig. 4). The longer the dura-

for Db2) of the last phonemes in the phrase were much

tion ratio of the phoneme, the higher the probability that

longer than average.

The mean values of their dura-

the phoneme is located at the end of a phrase. We ob-

tion ratio were 1.54 (Db1) and 1.85 (Db2), which indi-

tained the best approximation (root mean square error:

cates that an average realization of the last phoneme in

0.03 for Database 1 and 0.4 for Database 2) of this rela-

a phrase was at least about 50% longer than an average

tionship using the Gaussian model

realization of a phoneme in the whole database.

1
(x − µ)
f (x) = √ exp −
2σ 2
σ 2π

2

!
.

(6.1)

The relation between the duration ratio and the probability that the phoneme is the last one in the phrase are
illustrated in Fig. 4 and described by the equations
Database I:

2
e
e i )=0.69 exp − (Di − 2.55)
P (D
0.81

Database II:

Fig. 2. The distribution of the last phonemes' duration
ratios (black) compared to all phonemes' duration ratios
(white): a) Db1, b) Db2.

!

2
e
e i )=0.29 exp − (Di − 2.60)
P (D
0.72

, (6.2)
!
.(6.3)

Fig. 4. The probability that a phoneme with a given
duration ratio is the last one in a phrase.

For the Database 2, it was possible to look for the
tendencies in places of full stops and commas separately.
Figure 3 shows that distribution of the last phonemes
reveals the same lengthening feature

Fig. 5. The comparison of probability that a phoneme
with a given duration ratio is the last one in a phrase
depending on dierent speakers.
Nevertheless,

Fig. 3. The distribution of duration ratios of the last
phonemes before a comma (dotted line) and before a
full stop (solid line).

the tendency of lengthening the last

phonemes in a phrase occurs in varying degrees depending on dierent speakers. As it was shown in Fig. 5, for
some of them it is clearly marked while for others just
slightly signalized. We describe it in detail in [47].

On the basis of the distribution characteristics, a prob-

The next way to describe the phenomenon of the pre-

ability model can be constructed. It denes conditional

boundary lengthening is constructing plots of relative du-

probability that the phoneme is the last one in a sentence,

ration ratios within a sentence (examples are presented

M. Igras, B. Zióªko
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in Fig. 6).

We approximate the tendency of increasing

phoneme length with a linear regression (the dotted line
on the plots) and take its rst coecient

a

(tangent of

its slope angle) as a determinant if the phonemes were
lengthened towards the end of the phrase and how strong
this tendency was. To make the result phrase length independent, we used the linear regression coecient of the
last 10 phonemes for further calculations of each phrase.
The distribution of the coecients obtained from phrases
in both databases is presented in Fig. 7. For the majority of them (89% for Db1 and 93% for Db2), the coefcient

a

was greater than zero, meaning that the pre-

boundary lengthening occurred.

The average values of

the coecient were 0.05 (Db1) and 0.08 (Db2). If we take
into account last 5 phonemes instead of 10, we achieve
an average 0.166 (Db1), 0.174 (Db2) and a positive value
for 93% of sentences for Db1 and 81% for Db2.

Fig. 8. The distribution of all phonemes' energy ratios (white) and last phonemes' energy ratios (black):
(a) Db1, (b) Db2.

Fig. 6. Example phoneme durations within a sentence
(grey squares) with the dynamic average of the duration
ratios (dotted line).

Fig. 7. Distribution of a slope coecient for linear regression measured for last 10 phonemes of each sentence:
(a) Db1, (b) Db2.
In another article [36], we described how the observation of a dynamic average of these values and its standard deviation can be applied to the automatic sentence
boundary detection.

Fig. 9. Distribution of all phonemes' power ratios
(white) and last phonemes' power ratios (black):
(a) Db1, (b) Db2.

To investigate how energy and power change at the
end of phrases, we undertook the analysis steps similar
to those described for the duration parameter. As it was
expected and widely known [1416, 26], both energy and
power decrease towards the end of the sentence. Therefore, the majority of the last phonemes are localized on
the left of all phonemes' histograms (Fig. 8 and Fig. 9).
At the same time, probability density models show decreasing probability of the end of the sentence along with
increasing ratios of energy or power (Fig. 10) according
to the equations

Fig. 10. Probability that a phoneme with a given energy (left) or power (right) ratio is the last one in the
sentence: (a) Db1, (b) Db2.
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ei )=0.12 exp −
Database 1: P (E

ei +0.46
E
0.25


ei )=0.10 exp −
Database 2: P (E

ei )=0.17 exp −
Database 1: P (P

ei )=0.35 exp −
Database 2: P (P

ei +0.26
E
0.27
Pei −0.33
0.18
Pei −0.17
0.11

!2 
 ,(6.4)

parameters of mean, minimum, maximum, amplitude,
standard deviation and tangent of linear regression were
calculated.

!2 
 ,(6.5)
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The same parameters were computed glob-

ally, for the entire utterance. The visualization of contour
alignment is presented in Fig. 12.

!2 
 ,(6.6)
!2 
 .(6.7)

Similarly to the previous computation for the duration
parameter, linear regression coecients were gathered
in Table V.

TABLE V
mean value
Energy and power parameters
negative rate
(linear regression for last k phonemes).

energy
power

Db1
last 10
last 5
0.0065 0.0423
53%
73%
0.0274 0.1013
80%
87%

Db2
last 10
last 5
0.0186 0.0436
64%
70%
0.0559 0.0959
87%
89%

For better visualization of the relation between duration and energy of phonemes located in the endings of
sentences, maps on two-dimensional space were prepared
(Fig. 11). The last phonemes create a cluster in the bottom of the plot (high duration, low energy).

Fig. 12. An example of a pitch contour within a sentence, frames: 10 ms.
Table VI (at the end) contains the most signicant
numerical values found to be good descriptors of the tendency of pitch decrease in the ending of an informative
sentence.
All the dierences found for acoustic features at the
sentence endings were statistically signicant (at the signicance level 0.05).
7. Statistical analysis and modeling of prosodic
features correlated with accents

According to the works reviewed in Sect. 3, accented
vowels in Polish should be lengthened in comparison to
non-accented ones. In order to determine the scale of the
tendency, we investigated average duration ratios of accented vowels. Although the dierences are statistically
signicant (p

< 0.01

at the signicance level 0.05), the

distribution of accented vowels (Fig. 13) is comparable
with distribution of all vowels, and the average value is
only slightly greater than average for all vowels.

Fig. 11. The map of phonemes (black) and end-ofsentence phonemes (grey) in the durationenergy space:
(a) Db1, (b) Db2.
Ends of statements should be characterized by the
pitch contour cadence. We have investigated which parameters of pitch describe the phenomenon quantitatively.

Fig. 13. The distribution of accented vowels' duration
ratios (black histogram) against distribution of all vowels (white histogram): (a) Db1, (b) Db2.

As a result of extracting pitch contours with the
YAAPT algorithm, we have obtained voiced and unvoiced regions of speech signal. For every voiced region,

The case study of vowel /a/ shows that although the
mean for accented

/a/

is 107.5 ms and for non-accented

M. Igras, B. Zióªko
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is 93 ms, the dierence is too small to dierentiate them,

For accents we should observe a local increase of a
pitch.

as their histograms overlap (Fig. 14).

We measured the regularity of the tendency by

comparing a maximum value of accented vowels with a
baseline pitch level in a sentence (the baseline was calculated as a mean value of all non-zero pitch values).
We found that in the Database 1 the average dierence
between the local F0 in an accented vowel and the baseline was 18.4 Hz, while in the Database 2 it was 6.5 Hz.
We also compared mean F0 values and F0 maximum
for accented and non-accented vowels from the same
class. The results (see Table VII) conrm the role of pitch
in accent signalization (at the signicance level 0.05). For
every vowel we noted at least a slight increase of F0 in
the place of the main word accent.

TABLE VII
The parameters describing local increase of F0 on accented vowels.
Fig. 14. The models of distribution of accented and
non-accented /a/ phoneme.
Since the duration parameter does not seem to be an
appropriate measure of accent, the energy and power parameters are much more characteristic.

In accordance

with phonological description, energy and power are good
(statistically signicant) descriptors of vocal stress on accented syllable. As we can observe in Fig. 15, accented
vowels' histogram is moved into the right of all vowels.
The probability that the vowel with a given energy ratio
is stressed grows with an increase of the energy ratio, according to the Gaussian model


Database 1:

ei ) = 0.71 exp −
P (E

ei + 2.12
E
1.35


Database 2:

ei ) = 0.38 exp −
P (E

ei + 1.64
E
1.56

!2 
 ,(7.1)
!2 
 ,(7.2)

Non-accented
Vowel vowel mean
F0 [Hz]
Db1 Db2
`a'
159
172
`a_' 154
173
`e'
159
173
`e_' 153

`o '
156
165
`u '
163
169
`i'
152
168
`y '
168
167
Non-accented
max
Vowel vowel
F0 [Hz]
Db1 Db2
`a'
173
178
`a_' 172
178
`e'
176
179
`e_' 167

`o '
177
172
`u '
180
174
`i'
175
173
`y '
181
173

Accented
vowel mean
F0 [Hz]
Db1 Db2
170
174
168
210
172
174
175

165
169
178
183
164
169
183
179
Accented
vowel max
F0 [Hz]
Db1 Db2
183
180
184
213
186
180
191

185
175
196
188
185
175
196
184

Increase on
accent [Hz]
Db1
Db2
+11
+4
+14
+37
+13
+1
+22

+9
+4
+15
+14
+12
+1
+15
+12
Increase on
accent [Hz]
Db1
+10
+12
+10
+24
+8
+16
+10
+15

Db2
+2
+35
+1

+3
+14
+2
+11

8. Discussion and conclusion

The corpora that we used dier in several aspects.
The content of sentences in the Database 1 was designed
in order to obtain the best possible distribution of Polish
diphones.

Therefore, semantically they often make no

sense; they are unnatural and contain obsolete vocabulary or rare sequences of phones, while continuous texts
from Database 2 are natural and more similar to daily

Fig. 15. The distribution of energy ratios for accented
and non-accented vowels (left) and the probability
model describing probability that the vowel is accented,
given its energy ratio (right).

speech. In [48] a comparison of phonemes' frequency of
appearance rankings (based on the results obtained by
Jassem, obacz, Rocªawski, and Steen) was made and it
was concluded that Polish phonemes' inventory structure
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is rather constant and independent from spoken or writ-

nication channel characteristics changes.

ten language.

Only for Database 2 we obtained a very

shown that over 65% of syntactic boundaries were coded

similar distribution and proportion of phonemes (with

in prosodic information. Saloni and widzi«ski [50] made

/e/, /a/, /o/, /j/, /t/, /y/, /m/

a review of the criteria of sentence extraction.

as the most frequent

In [49] it was

others, phonological criterion is considered:

phonemes, see Table II).

Among

sentences

The articial style of Database 1 determines the spe-

are formed between long pauses and they are units with

cic way of pronunciation (slow, careful and precise). It is

closed intonational contour with rising or falling cadence.

reected in average values of phones' duration as well as

Our results for prosodic cues characteristic for sentence

energy (Table IV), which are signicantly higher than the

boundaries are also similar to those obtained for other

results from Database 2 (it is also illustrated in Fig. 1).

languages [14, 16]. Further steps will include the devel-

The dierences of relative duration, energy and power

opment of algorithms for automatic punctuation annota-

within a phrase are smaller in the Database 1. Regres-

tion in speech transcripts.

sion models indicate that duration lengthening towards

The nature of accent in Polish remains disputable.

the ending of a sentence (Fig. 2 and Fig. 7) is weaker than

In our research we have found only slight lengthening of

in Db2. Additionally, energy and power decrease were ob-

accent vowels in both databases (similarly to Jassem [29]

served (Table V). The opposite tendency was found for a

and Malisz [24], whereas Klessa [4] found a slight increase

local rise of F0 in places of accented vowels  it is clearer

of duration depending on the region the speaker is from).

for the Database 1 (Fig. 15 and Table VII).

Increase of energy as well as a local rise of pitch were
(see

meaningful and statistically signicant. It would suggest

Fig. 1) vary in duration and energy values, their pro-

that Polish accent has properties of both the dynamic ac-

portions remain similar and some general tendencies can

cent and the pitch accent, which remains in consistency

be found. Polish phonemes make groups corresponding

with [26, 30] and recent results by Malisz [24]. It is also

to their phonological nature.

partially concordant with Jassem results [29].

Although

the

2-dimensional

phonemes'

maps

Vowels are placed on the

top (the highest energy). Among consonants, sonorants

However, in our work only basic prosodic parameters

have low duration and high energy. Nasals form a group

were analysed.

of high duration and low energy, while plosives and frica-

we did not dierentiate particular types of accents. This

tives have both low duration and energy.

issue requires more advanced research using a wider range

Another weakness of our study is that

Concerning the changes of duration, energy, power and

of parameters (like [51] for Slovak and Hungarian or [52]

pitch in the ending of phrases we conrmed that all these

for French) and more advanced modelling tools (e.g. [53]

parameters are statistically meaningful, which is consis-

or [54] for English and others), which is also planned to

tent with the previous results obtained by Demenko [26]

be performed in future works.

Prosodic cues are natural discourse

The results of the investigation are to be applied in de-

demarcation indicators complementary to speech con-

signing algorithms for the automatic punctuation detec-

tent.

tion and will be used for language modeling in automatic

and Klessa [4, 8].

They convey structural, semantic, and functional

information and most of them are resistant to commu-

speech recognition systems.

TABLE VI

The parameters describing a pitch cadence in endings of informative sentences.
Parameter
tgF0_of_the_last_voiced_fragment
tgF0_of_the_full_sentence
min_tgF0_of_all_voiced_regions
F0_amplitude_of_the_last_
voiced_region
F0_amplitude_for_the_last_
voiced_region
is_last_meanF0_the_smallest
is_last_minF0_the_smallest
min_F0_in_the_last_voiced_region_
in_reference_to_global_mean [Hz]
min_F0_in_the_last_voiced_region_
in_reference_to_global_mean [%]

Description/interpretation
Database 1
Database 2
how fast pitch is decreasing in the ending
mean: 1.14
mean: 0.72
negative for 91% negative for 62%
of the sentence
how fast pitch is decreasing within
mean: 0.36
mean: 0.2
negative for 97% negative for 81%
the sentence
how often pitch decrease was the greatest
38%
38%
in the last voiced region
how much pitch decreases within the last
48 Hz
14 Hz
voiced region
how much pitch decreases within
98.4 Hz
23 Hz
the sentence
how often the mean pitch of the last voiced
96%
94%
region is smaller than the mean global
pitch
how often the minimal pitch of the last
77%
46%
voiced region is the smallest in the sentence
how much is the minimum pitch of the last
46 Hz
37 Hz
voiced segment smaller than the mean
pitch for the sentence
how much is the minimum pitch of the last
27%
22%
voiced segment smaller than the mean
pitch for the sentence
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